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As ‘blue gold’ is becoming a scarce good, different methods for protecting the human right to water are being devised. One of these is to reduce the ways in which it is misused. In order to achieve this, the concepts of ‘virtual water’ and a ‘water footprint’ are being developed. An ecolabel with a water footprint indicator is being applied by the first representatives of agribusiness. However, its potential is much more significant. It could be used as a tool of public policy. In both cases, it could affect international trade and therefore needs to be evaluated under the law of the World Trade Organization. The International Organization for Standardization already works on a water footprint norm, which would provide public entities with a strong argument for their water-saving policies. To date, states have not been provided with any relevant international standard. Nevertheless, they must comply with the norms of international trade. The aim of this article is to provide clarification on the existing and developing legal framework on the matter. It also argues that even if the concept of a water footprint were to remain a private standard, states would still be under a ‘best effort’ obligation to ensure the transparency of its elaboration and application.

1 INTRODUCTION

Due to different phenomena such as urbanization, population growth and rising industrial production, demand for water has been growing. ‘Blue gold’ has become a scarce good. Water, however, is often underpriced, and there is an increasing need to calculate virtual water flows.¹ Water input in the production of different goods would be measured by the unit of a ‘water footprint’.² Using the classical approach of inter-state cooperation, Jennifer McKay proposed the establishment of a Virtual Water Trading Council, but this path was not followed further.³ The incentives of transnational private and hybrid regulatory bodies such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) are more adaptable to the realities of global
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1 See section 2.1 below.
2 See section 2.2 below.
3 See section 3 below.
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water governance. What ultimately developed and affected international trade was the introduction of ecolabels – these are symbols or stickers indicating environmental concerns that consumers could take into consideration when shopping.4

The concept of a water footprint did not receive much attention until September 2007 when a meeting of representatives from civil society, business, academia and the United Nations took place. Since then, there has been a steady growth of interest in applying the concept to government policies and corporate strategies.5 The degree of government involvement in water footprint regulation and its voluntary or mandatory nature is crucial when evaluating the standard in the light of the laws of the World Trade Organization (WTO).6 The finalization of the water footprint as a standard of the ISO would provide states with a base for their water-saving policies.7 This article aims to evaluate the WTO legal framework vis-à-vis the developing standards which are beginning to appear in international trade.8

2 THE TERMS ‘VIRTUAL WATER’ AND THE ‘WATER FOOTPRINT’

2.1 VIRTUAL WATER

John Allan introduced the concept of ‘virtual water’.9 He was inspired by Gideon Fishelson’s critique of Israeli trade policy.10 Israel, a country which faces a major water deficit, produced and exported citrus fruits, avocados and cotton with the result that it has been overexploiting its water resources.11 The term ‘virtual water’ was coined at a seminar at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London in 1993.12 Until then, Allan used the term ‘embedded water’ which ‘did not capture the attention of the water managing community’.13 To his mind, the term ‘virtual water’ could be viewed as a useful metaphor.14
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4 See section 4 below.
6 See section 5.2 below.
7 See section 5.3 below.
8 See section 5.4 below.
12 See Allan, above n 9, 4.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid.
However, the term ‘embedded water’ has remained in use in the literature on water economy and policy. Less frequent, but still used, denominations are ‘hidden water’ or ‘embodied water’. The latter term resembles the notion of ‘embodied energy’, which Graham Treloar at roughly the same time defined as being:

\[ \text{the quantity of energy required by all of the activities associated with a production process, including the relative proportions consumed in all activities upstream to the acquisition of natural resources and the share of energy used in making equipment and in other supporting functions i.e. direct energy plus indirect energy.} \]

Simply put, ‘embodied energy’ is the energy required to produce certain categories of goods or to provide a service. At a time when the international community is struggling to reduce greenhouse gases in order to combat global warming, the concept has attracted a great deal of attention from many authorities, including international trade lawyers. One vital question they have focussed upon pertains to the amount of energy used in the production process of goods that do not normally translate into the physical properties, characteristics or end uses of the final product.

Doubts have been raised regarding the differential treatment under the law of the WTO, especially in relation to the national treatment under domestic tax law. Gavin Goh concluded that energy adjustment could be found to be inconsistent with Article III:2 while leaving it open for countries to justify measures under Article XX of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

Whether it is regarded as ‘virtual’, ‘embedded’, ‘embodied’ or ‘hidden water’, the concept relates to the quantity of water required to produce a relevant good. Allan has not attempted to expand the scope of his study beyond agriculture. He also did not elaborate a quantified model of virtual water input. His scepticism was based on similar attempts to calculate the energy content of commodities which...
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ended in confusion. Some authors have suggested that this model was far from being precise: ‘Calculating embedded water is as much an art as a science. We do not currently have a science-based consensus about what methodologies are acceptable for calculating embedded water.’

2.2 WATER FOOTPRINT

Leaving aside Allan’s doubts, a quantification method was proposed by Arjen Hoekstra and Pham Hung when they developed the concept of a ‘water footprint’. Their first proposal concerned total domestic water use and the net import of virtual water as a measure of a state’s actual appropriation of global water resources. The concept was to be complemented by such indicators as a state’s ‘water self-sufficiency’ and ‘water dependency’.

The concept of a ‘water footprint’ was analogous to an ‘ecological footprint’ – an analytical tool comparing the human demand for natural resources to the Earth’s capacity for their regeneration. William Rees conceptualized an ‘ecological footprint’ in 1992, and Mathis Wackernagel later elaborated the quantification methods.

Hoekstra in his later work developed and specified the concept of the water footprint. The water footprint is an indicator of freshwater use that takes into consideration not only the direct water use of the consumer or producer, but also their indirect water use. It may be regarded as a comprehensive indicator of freshwater resources appropriation, akin to the traditional and restricted measure of water withdrawal. The water footprint of a product is the volume of freshwater used to produce a product measured over the full supply chain. It is an analytical tool which assists in the evaluation of consumption or the use of virtual water by specific groups of consumers, producers, municipalities or states. The concept of a water footprint may be instrumental in helping us understand how activities and products relate to water scarcity and pollution, and other related impacts, and what
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27 See Hoekstra, Chapagain, Aldaya and Mekonnen, above n 5, 2.
can be done to ensure activities and products do not contribute to the unsustainable use of freshwater. As an analytical tool, a water footprint assessment provides insight. It does not provide guidance in terms of ‘what to do’; rather, it helps us understand ‘what can be done’.28

As virtual water flows are mainly associated with trade in agricultural goods – crops (67% of virtual water flows) and livestock/livestock products (23% of virtual water flows)29 – the debate about virtual water flows is mainly related to trade in agriculture. The estimations of water content in selected products may vary considerably and also depend on climate, the year/season, the point of measurement, and the method of production used in farming. Hoekstra, who is the leading hydro-engineer working on virtual water flows, admitted in 2003 that ‘[c]onsidering the various studies available, little convergence exists with respect to the general approach taken’.30 For example, the differences in the estimates of virtual water in maize vary widely.31 Therefore, clarification regarding the relevant international standard is a crucial requirement for providing water savings based on the instrument of the water footprint.32

The water footprint concept also allows to evaluate the virtual water import dependency of states. Some water-scarce states have managed to limit their water dependency by importing water-intensive products. Jordan is one good example, but it is also the case for some countries that are not generally seen as water-scarce, such as the Netherlands and the UK.33

As virtual water relates mainly to food products, the regulations of international trade stemming from the WTO Agreement on Agriculture are relevant.34 Annex 1 of the Agreement provides for its application to almost all kinds of agricultural goods. However, the virtual water issue is also relevant to the international trade in energy products, i.e., biofuels. The efficiency of biofuels and the emergence of replacement fossil fuels are under discussion. The policy of

28 Ibid. 4.
30 Ibid. 15.
31 Ibid. 16, Hoestra & Hung provided a figure of 450 m³ of water per ton, whereas Oki et al. who referred to Japanese production, provided a figure of 1900 m³/ton.
32 See section 5.3 below.
34 See World Trade Organization, above n 21, 33; see also Alix Gowlland-Gualtieri, Legal implications of trade in “real” and “virtual” water resources, Philippe Callet, Alix Gowlland-Gualtieri, Koopa Madhav, Usha Ramanathan (eds), Water Law for the Twenty-First Century - National and International Aspects of Water Law Reform in India, (Routledge, 2010) 59.
subsidizing plant breeding and the costs of the process of biofuel production, which requires important energy input, have also been criticized. However, what makes the potential use of biofuels attractive is that the energy used in the production process may be obtained from non-imported resources. The attractiveness of biofuel relies, therefore, not on its efficiency but on the possibility of bringing about energy independence. The utilization of biofuels would seem to have the advantage of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. There is, however, some dispute regarding the extent of these savings, and the ecological price that would result from land-use. A potential increase in crop production will also affect the redistribution of water resources. It is forecast that the commitment of the European Union (EU) to a 30% increase in biofuel use by 2025 will require imports of biofuel feedstock from non-EU states. Simultaneously, the export of biofuels from states such as South Africa and Brazil will increase their virtual water deficits.

3 INTER-STATE COOPERATION

A proposal to establish an International Virtual Water Trading Council was raised almost ten years ago. Jennifer McKay envisioned the idea of a body that would function within the WTO. It would supervise the distribution of virtual water and the trading of its surpluses between states. The Council would evolve from recognition that trade in certain food products also consisted of a trade in virtual water, and that humanitarian laws designed to regulate virtual water exports are special and need to be treated differently.

McKay’s idea would be effective in a world of harmonious inter-state cooperation. The crisis within the Doha Round, however, has demonstrated that there exist substantial disagreements among international trade partners about how the liberalization of international trade should develop. This controversy is especially salient in the area of food and agriculture to which the idea of virtual water trade is most pertinent. For this reason, the establishment of a separate international body has not progressed beyond paper. Moreover, this body would have to be equipped with powers to set virtual water trade standards and norms.

39 Ibid. 121.
affecting not only states but also private trade partners. The binding character of these standards would provoke opposition and prompt questions about the transparency of the methods of their preparation. The lack of an international consensus on the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol also raises doubts about whether the idea of creating an intergovernmental body supervising the flows of virtual water would be politically feasible.

However, the lack of an intergovernmental body for virtual water trade supervision should not obscure the need for an analytical tool that provides an idea on virtual water flows. The emergence of global administrative law strongly encourages the prospect of transnational cooperation in this respect.

4 ECOLABELS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The incentives to quantify the exploitation of virtual water and its trade flows may be compared to the existing transnational regulatory frameworks related to natural resources such as fisheries, forests, and the cultivation of organic food. They engage in different kinds of governmental involvement and have the common goal of reducing the overexploitation of natural resources. Similar initiatives are related to jewellery, flowers, and tropical crops, including coffee, bananas, cocoa, oranges, ferns, and tea. Certificates like ‘Fairtrade’ apply not only to crops which should be grown and sold in a socially, economically and environmentally responsible manner, but also to services in the tourism sector.

Ecolabelling essentially relies on symbolic differentiation. They provide information on the characteristics of a product. However, the features may be unnoticeable as they relate to Processes and Production Methods (PPMs), which do not determine the final qualities of a given good, but affect the environment. Labels play an important informative role by providing the necessary data to consumers who make their choices. Without a label they may be unwilling to pay more for goods that have environmental or social value, even if they are environmentally aware. The goal of water footprint labelling would be to create
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incentives among consumers to buy products which promote less water-consuming technologies.

Ecolabels from different countries, regions or networks may compete with each other.\footnote{See the example of forestry described in section 4.2 below.} In many states, labelling has become an important national environmental policy tool.\footnote{Wilhelm Althammer Susanne Dröge, Ecological Labelling in North-South Trade, 604 German Institute for Economic Research Discussion Paper 1, (2006), http://www.diw.de/documents/publikationen/73/diw_01.c.44514.de/dp604.pdf, (accessed 16 July 2012).} The goal of presenting three sectors of certifications – namely, fisheries, forestry, and organic food – would serve to demonstrate the potential analogies to virtual water certification.\footnote{In some cases, a water footprint is compared to the Energy Star standard initiated by the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy of the US. This is not a good comparison in the sense that Energy Star reflects the energy sufficiency of electric devices or buildings in their functioning, whereas a water footprint measures the amount of water used in the production of a specific good. See National Geographic, Will Water Footprints be Next “Energy Star”?}, http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/11/091127-virtual-water-footprints/, (accessed 16 July 2012). Energy Star, History of Energy Star, http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=about.ab_history (accessed 16 July 2012). In some cases, like fisheries and forestry,\footnote{See sections 4.1, 4.2 below.} labelling does not relate to the quality of the product, as may be the case with organic food,\footnote{See section 4.3 below.} which is relevant to the discussion of PPMs and their coverage by WTO law.\footnote{See section 5.1 below.}

\section*{4.1 Fisheries}

The Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) is a non-governmental organization (NGO) which issues ecolabels related to sustainable fishery. It certifies that fish that have been labelled in this manner do not contribute to environmental degradation. The MSC have drawn up two standards: an MSC environmental standard for sustainable fishing and an MSC chain of custody standard for seafood traceability. The former serves to secure fish stocks for the future without overexploitation, to minimize the environmental impact of fishing, and maintain the function and diversity of the ecosystem on which fisheries depend, as well as comply with all local, national and international laws.\footnote{Marine Stewardship Council, MSC environmental standard for sustainable fishing, http://www.msc.org/about-us/standards/standards/msc-environmental-standard (accessed 2 July 2012).} An MSC label \textit{inter alia} is granted if measures are in place to limit by catch – living creatures caught unintentionally, including other species of fish and marine animals such as turtles.
and dolphins. Therefore, the goals of an MSC label correspond to the trade/environmental disputes which took place before the GATT/WTO, i.e., US–Tuna (GATT) I, US–Shrimp, and US–Tuna II (Mexico).

4.2 Forestry

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Founding Assembly was held in Toronto, Canada in 1993. The FSC was established in order to conduct surveillance of exploitation of wood harvesting in an environmentally sound manner. It was a common initiative involving the representatives of timber users, traders, environmental and human rights organizations. The FSC established an ecolabel programme applicable not only to tropical and temperate forests but boreal forests as well. As the founding of the FSC met with scepticism from traditional forestry interests, competitive initiatives emerged. One of them was the Pan-European Forest Certification Council (PEFC). It aimed to provide a common framework for mutual recognition of nationally based certification programmes rather than promulgating a single overall standard. As the FSC is mostly identified with transnational NGOs, the PEFC is perceived as representing the traditional forestry interests of landowners and the timber industry.

The FSC’s ecolabelling brought about greater consumer awareness about the deforestation problem. The European Communities enacted a regulation that led to a Community ecolabel award scheme. Some local authorities in the Netherlands even decided to enact measures that went beyond the European requirements. Because international trade law imposes constraints that serve to limit the possibility of imposing trade bans, a much more feasible solution has
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stemmed from the procurement policies of states’ governments.\textsuperscript{67} Unilateral bans were not effective tools for sustainable timber production. Austria, for example, eventually decided to change its import policy.\textsuperscript{68}

The FSC ecolabelling scheme attracted the attention of global administrative lawyers.\textsuperscript{69} As in the case of organic food,\textsuperscript{70} the voluntary regulatory certification scheme gradually became linked with government regulatory and management programmes. As Errol Meidinger has shown, governments portrayed themselves as non-actors in forest certifications.\textsuperscript{71} However, the threat of increased governmental regulation has been an underlying factor for the acceptance of the certifications. Moreover, certification programmes have received a certain amount of public support because they have promoted compliance with existing laws. Finally, many certification programmes have drawn directly from government resources, such as the criteria and indicators produced by intergovernmental organizations.\textsuperscript{72} The non-FSC certification programmes administered by the PEFC and LEI – the Indonesian Ecolabel Institute and the Canadian Standards Association – have involved much government influence even though government officials have served limited roles in formal certification processes.\textsuperscript{73} States acting as forest owners or managers have also decided to obtain certifications for their silvicultures.\textsuperscript{74} Imposing a requirement of certification on government procurement has provided important support and promotion for labelling programmes.\textsuperscript{75} Moreover, in some cases, certifications have created the presumption of compliance with existing domestic regulations, and have influenced more general regulations.\textsuperscript{76}

\textsuperscript{69} See Meidinger, above n 63.
\textsuperscript{70} See section 4.3 above.
\textsuperscript{71} See Meidinger, above n 63, 59.
\textsuperscript{72} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{73} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{74} Piotr Paschalis-Jakubowicz, Forest Certification in Poland, in: Benjamin Cashore, Fred Gale, Errol Meidinger, and Deanna Newsum (eds), Confronting Sustainability: Forest Certification in Developing and Transitioning Countries, 235, 245 (Yale F&ES Publication Series, 2006).
\textsuperscript{76} See Meidinger above n 63, 59.
4.3 Organic Food

The organic agriculture movement is growing, and despite the economic slowdown in 2009, it seems that full market potential has not yet been achieved.\(^{77}\) The movement is opposed to the industrialization of agricultural production that involves the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers. It also aims to reduce the overexploitation of soil and water resources by big farm industry.\(^{78}\)

As an increasing number of organically aware consumers have been seeking alternative sources of agricultural goods, a need has appeared to distinguish food which in appearance may be less marketable, but that is organically produced. Naturally, this led to the idea of certification. It was first implemented by local, mostly private, entities. The International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) was founded in 1972. Its aim was to coordinate the work on standards of organic food and create an entity that inspected its quality at the international level.

Organic certification, which began in the 1970s, was based on general standards and farmers inspected themselves on a voluntary basis.\(^{79}\) Third-party certification required the establishment of impartial bodies. This is a more demanding task, but as consumers have started to require it, public supervision is needed and many governments have started to enact regulations on organic food. With the progress of trade liberalization at the regional and multilateral levels, the question of label recognition has emerged. The European Economic Community (EEC) Regulation 2092/91\(^ {80}\) was the first in the world that subjected organic food and farming to legal definitions and control.\(^ {81}\) It has since been replaced by EEC Regulation 834/2007 on organic production and the labelling of organic products.\(^ {82}\) In drafting these EEC regulations, the IFOAM played a role in the form of providing expert support.\(^ {83}\) It was also the main representative of the

\(^{78}\) See Bexhill Environmental Group, LOAF stands for food which is Locally produced, Organically grown, Animal friendly and Fairly traded, http://www.bexhillenvironmentalgroup.org.uk/page%203.htm (accessed 5 August 2012).
\(^{80}\) Council Regulation 2092/91 on organic production of agricultural products and indications referring thereto on agricultural products and foodstuffs, OJ 1991 L 198/1.
\(^{83}\) See IFOAM Group, above n 81, 8.
organic sector and submitted proposals and comments during the drafting process.84 These organic food standards may serve as a good example of regulations which at the beginning were private and voluntary, but which have since been subsumed into domestic public law. The water footprint standard may thus follow a similar path. It seems that the scope of the growing organic agricultural market and the function of food quality supervision require purely voluntary standards to be replaced with public law supervision. However, EEC regulations also make reference to private standards like ISO Guide 65 with respect to control systems. Organic food regulation may serve as a good example of public–private norm interference, or of a ‘global administrative space’ as described by Benedict Kingsbury, Nico Krisch, and Robert Stewart.85

5 THE FORM OF A WATER FOOTPRINT

The legal relevance of a water footprint standard depends on many factors. First, a water footprint standard would qualify as a PPM and may potentially violate Articles I, III and XI of the GATT. Therefore, its coverage under WTO law should be clarified. The question of government involvement in regulating and granting water footprint labelling is especially important.86 Due to Article 2.4 of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT),87 the existence of an ISO standard is crucial in taking up any related public initiatives.88 The private codification of the water footprint regulations by NGOs and by industries89 will also affect international trade and requires clarifications from a WTO legal standpoint.90

An ecolabel should provide the consumer with clear and transparent information. It also plays a similar role to advertising. Both the informative and persuasive components would have to be well balanced, especially when taking into account the relatively limited surface that it would occupy. In the case of the water footprint, the information provided will need additional standardization.

84 Ibid. 12, 13.
85 See Kingsbury, Krisch and Stewart, above n 40, 18.
86 See section 5.2 below.
87 See World Trade Organization, above n 21, 121.
88 See section 5.3 below.
90 See section 5.4 below.
5.1 Coverage of the Water Footprint by the TBT: The PPMs Issue

First, the relationship between the GATT and the TBT should be clarified. The latter Agreement was concluded in order to eliminate technical regulations which would limit trade without legitimate purpose. The general interpretative note to Annex 1A indicates a lex specialis rule. The TBT should take precedence over the GATT in the event of conflict between them. The WTO Appellate Body agreed with the Panel’s statement that the ‘WTO Agreement is a “Single-Undertaking” and therefore all WTO obligations are generally cumulative and Members must comply with all of them simultaneously. […] It is important to understand that the WTO Agreement is one treaty.’

Similarly, in relation to the TBT, the Appellate Body in the EC-Asbestos case, after a careful analysis of the term ‘technical regulations’, stated that not all ‘measures’ under Article III:4 or the GATT are necessarily ‘technical regulations’. The decree at issue was classified by the Appellate Body as a ‘technical regulation’ and it went on to assert that:

although the TBT Agreement is intended to ‘further the objectives of GATT 1994’, it does so through a specialised legal regime that applies solely to a limited class of measures. For these measures, the TBT Agreement imposes obligations on Members that seem to be different from, and additional to, the obligations imposed on Members under the GATT 1994.

Nevertheless, many GATT and TBT obligations are similar. For example, the most favoured nation and national treatment standards embedded in Articles I and III of the GATT are reflected in Article 2.1 of the TBT. The environmental exceptions reflected in Article XX(b) and (g) of the GATT are similar to Article 2.2 of the TBT trade restrictions based on environmental premises; both prescriptions require a ‘necessity’ test. In US-Cool the Appellate Body did not have an opportunity to express its view on the issue as to whether a technical regulation consistent with the Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement would violate Article III:4 of the GATT. However, the appellants’ request for examining conditionally the inconsistency with Article III:4 in case there was a reversal of the Panel’s finding of inconsistency under Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement, may lead one to assume that violations of the two prescriptions may be treated autonomously.
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To say whether potential regulations on virtual water use would be qualified as ‘measures’ or ‘technical regulations’ is too abstract; however, case law based on the GATT would be relevant for assessing their legality in case there is governmental normalization.

Another question relates to the possible qualification of a water footprint as a non-product-related PPM and the applicability of GATT/TBT regulations to such measures. It is connected to the wording of the definitions of ‘technical regulation’ and ‘standard’ in Annex 1 of the TBT.97 The definition of ‘technical regulation’ defines it as a ‘document which lays down characteristics or their related processes and production methods’.98 A similar term ‘related’ appears in the definition of ‘standard’. This suggests that the TBT covers product-related PPMs and does not address other PPMs.99

The second sentence in both definitions only mentions a different ‘product, process or production method’ without the term ‘related’.100 One possible interpretation is to read the sentence as a mere illustration of the first sentence, and that therefore it is not necessary to repeat the term ‘related’ in the second sentence. Another possible interpretation could be to see the second sentence as being of a constitutive nature. It would therefore broaden the definition and the scope of the TBT. This view may in support of this argument point to the word ‘also’ in the second sentence, which seems to imply an enlargement of the definition.101 Whereas the negotiating history of the TBT suggests that non-product-related PPMs are not covered by the TBT,102 the Appellate Body’s decision in the US-Shrimp case seemed to indicate the opposite. An a priori exclusion of the non-product-related PPMs from their possible justification under the GATT, Article XX exceptions would render this provision inutile.103 However, such
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97 Paragraphs 1 and 2, Annex 1 of the TBT: Terms and their Definitions for the Purpose of this Agreement, above n 21.
98 Ibid. para. 1, [italics added].
100 Paragraphs 1 and 2, Annex 1 of the TBT: Terms and their Definitions for the Purpose of this Agreement, above n 21.
102 Ibid. 196–197; Committee on Trade and Environment, Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade, Negotiating History of the Coverage of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade With Regard to Labelling Requirements, Voluntary Standards, and Processes and Production Methods Unrelated to Product Characteristics, WT./CTE/W/10, G/TBT/W/11, 29 August 1995, paras 131–146.
measures may not constitute a means of ‘arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination’, as required by the chapeau of Article XX. 104

To make a distinction between product-related PPMs and non-product-related PPMs could be viewed as nitpicking. 105 In the case of the water footprint, there is a question as to whether final goods produced with different amounts of water would have the same characteristics. In most cases, reduction of the water footprint would mean saving water in business operations, and would reduce water pollution to zero. 106 This kind of production adjustment should not affect the final qualities of products per se; however, a generalized answer might prove to be inaccurate, and, therefore, a case-by-case approach should be taken. Moreover, as Steve Charnovitz has put it, ‘the assertion that a PPM is unrelated to a product is too strong. Since no PPM is employed without reference to some product, categorizing it as “unrelated” or “non-related” is a misnomer’ 107. Labour, environmental, and human rights issues could indeed be ‘related’ to a product. 108 Accordingly, the water footprint should be qualified as a PPM, but a further distinction as to whether it is ‘product related’ should not affect the relevance of GATT/TBT legal frameworks. What needs to be assessed is whether a particular regulation over the water footprint follows the requirements stemming from relevant WTO legal provisions and case law.

5.2 Governmental involvement

The WTO Appellate Body has expressed the view that ‘the relevant question is thus whether governmental intervention “affects the conditions under which like goods, domestic and imported, compete within a Member’s territory”’. 109 Although virtual water labelling schemes remain voluntary and private, the involvement of governments has already been noticed and their more active engagement may be expected.

107 See Charnovitz, above n 99, 66.
The Spanish government is the first national government that has incorporated water footprint assessment into policy, by making water footprint analysis an obligatory part of the process of developing river basin plans.\textsuperscript{110} In July 2007, the European Commission released a communication which stated that ‘[c]onsumers increasingly demand more information on the way water is used at all stages of the industrial or agri-food process. Labelling is an effective way to provide targeted information to the public on water performance and on sustainable water management practices’; at the EU level ‘the possibility of expanding existing EU labelling schemes whenever appropriate in order to promote water efficient devices and water-friendly products’ should be explored.\textsuperscript{111} This is in line with more general ecolabelling stipulated in Regulation 66/2010.\textsuperscript{112} It aims to promote products that have a high environmental performance.\textsuperscript{113} This goal should be achieved by harmonization and mutual recognition in accordance with the ISO 14024 type I ecolabelling scheme – which has established the standard on environmental labels and declarations.\textsuperscript{114} As water is becoming a scarce good, governments through their intervention may be considering the regulation of water use. There are an array of potential instruments that could be used to influence the water footprint. As water is often regarded as being underpriced,\textsuperscript{115} and therefore overused, governments may impose additional taxes based on water footprint standards. Such a policy could have as its goals: (1) to discourage the consumption of goods that have a high water footprint – for example meat\textsuperscript{116} – and foster their partial replacement with other goods that require less water for production; (2) to encourage producers to develop production methods that result in a smaller water footprint; and (3) to implement a polluter-pays principle in relation to grey water footprint

\textsuperscript{112}Regulation 66/2010 on the EU Ecolabel, OJ 2010 L 27/1.
\textsuperscript{113}Ibid. para. (5) of the preamble.
\textsuperscript{114}Ibid. Art. 11.
\textsuperscript{115}Charles W. Howe and Helen Ingram, Roles for the Public and Private Sectors in Water Allocation: Lessons from Around the World, in Douglas S. Kenney (ed.) In Search of Sustainable Water Management: International Lessons for the American West and Beyond (Edward Elgar, 2005), 25, 28–29, who argue that water in the US is underpriced and explain the role of pricing in reducing demand.
Such measures may be further reinforced by international cooperation. Several instruments have been proposed, including water labelling for water-intensive products, an international water-pricing protocol, international business agreements on water footprint accounting, and a Kyoto Protocol-like agreement on tradable water footprint permits. States may also promote the limitation of the water footprint through government procurement policies.

When states decide to foster production and trade in water-efficient products, they should follow the WTO Appellate Body’s report guidelines on state involvement in the labelling process. According to Article 2.2 of the TBT, a technical regulation ‘shall [. . . ] not be more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfil the legitimate objective’. The Appellate Body in US–Tuna II had an opportunity to take a closer look at the meaning of ‘legitimate objective’. It deduced from ‘inter alia’ that the list of objectives in Article 2.2 is not exhaustive. The provision was held to provide a reference point according to which other objectives may be considered as legitimate, and this should be proved by the WTO member that is establishing the measure. A WTO Panel considered that consumer information falls within the broader goal of preventing deceptive practices, and that the objective of dolphin protection may be understood as intended to protect animal life or health, or the environment. Those findings were not contested before the Appellate Body. In the case of technical regulations based on the water footprint, the objectives of consumer information and protection of the environment could be invoked as justification. The measure ought to fulfil the objective, but what would also be scrutinized is the level of its ‘trade-restrictiveness’. It should not provoke ‘unnecessary obstacles to international trade’. Such a trade regulation would be unjustified if another less trade-restrictive measure could achieve the same goal. In other words, the measure would be questionable if a ‘reasonably available alternative measure’
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could be applied. However, the legality of such technical regulations based on a water footprint could not be judged in abstract terms and needs be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Ecolabelling seems to be the first logical step in the promotion of water-friendly products. Harmonization of a water footprint ecolabel in the framework of the ISO becomes more feasible and would provide governments with an important legal tool in their policies.

5.3 Water Footprint as an ISO Standard

Liberalization of trade at the international and regional levels requires the codification of norms regulating quality and safety standards. There are essentially three available methods: (1) unilateral technical regulations applied to both domestic and imported products; (2) mutual recognition, where states agree to recognize each other’s standards; and (3) harmonization, where through negotiations states agree to adopt identical or similar standards. Harmonization may be achieved through two models. The first model is mandatory and public harmonization, which is particularly important in relation to product safety, and therefore is quite common in the food and sanitary sectors. The second model is private and voluntary self-commitment by industries. Norms may be harmonized by different producers. Through their national committees, they act within the ISO which aims to codify different technical norms.

The ISO’s first initiatives, which were related to water management, faced protests from NGOs. They were also related to the significant role of the French delegation to the ISO in the formation of Technical Committee 224. The Secretariat of the Committee is based on the French standards body, the Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR) which initiated its work.
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and France consequently holds the chair. The French delegation includes not only standards experts but also the two largest water companies in the world: Vivendi-Veolia and Suez-Lyonnaise. The strong French presence raised concerns about the future policy on the privatization of water services and the potential underrepresentation of consumer interests.

The ISO took the first steps to introduce a standard on the water footprint – ISO 14046. It was intended that the standard would deliver principles, requirements and guidelines for a water footprint metric. Due to the current lack of international standards in this area, business organizations around the world apply different definitions and criteria in their environmental reports, and in their product packaging or documentation on water use. For example, often there is no distinction between water borrowing (e.g., cleaning water released after use into the nearest body of water) and water consumption (e.g., evaporated water), which gives rise to confusing information regarding the use of water by business organizations. The virtual water measurement unit would be applicable not only to products but also to processes and organizations. As mentioned above, the quantification of virtual water use may lead to different results. Accordingly, at the organizational level, the ISO water footprint standard could consider the guidance in ISO 14064 for greenhouse gases. This standard provides assistance in the management, reporting and verification of greenhouse gas information and data. As ISO 14064 assures that one ton of CO₂ is always the same, wherever it occurs, a future ISO 14046 standard would provide the same quantification method of virtual water input in production processes. The standard would provide guidance on impact assessment, as given in ISO 14044, and guidelines for life-cycle assessments. It would also define how different types of water resources (e.g., ground water) and water releases should be considered, and how local environmental (e.g., dry/wet areas) and socio-economic (e.g., developed/developing countries) conditions should be treated.
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would also address the issue of, and take into consideration, the relative character of water use, depending on the availability of water resources in a given region. This particular problem is especially important, as the same amount of water waste leads to different consequences in water-scarce and water-rich countries.

Communication issues on the methods used for announcing water footprint results to clients, in the form of environmental labels and declarations, will also be regulated. This could be based on the existing ISO 14020, which aims to provide a basis for other ISO standards. ISO 14046 probably would not propose that the standard offer a methodology for calculating offsets or compensation, but rather would address the positive aspects, such as how to decrease the water footprint. Therefore, such an ISO standard would not address questions about how different entities should react to virtual water wasting. Preparations within the ISO for a virtual footprint standard began in 2009 and aimed for completion in 2011, although it was indicated that the standard was unlikely to be established until at least 2013.

An ISO 14046 water footprint standard would be a particularly useful tool, and it would encourage governments to base their policies and practices on it in their domestic regulations. Furthermore, ISO standards are of special significance for WTO law. Article 2.4 of the TBT requires the use of existing or imminent ‘relevant international standards’ as the basis for domestic technical regulations. The ISO, together with the Codex Alimentarius Commission, has the most prominent position in standard codifications. It possesses a dominant position in several areas of technical standardization, widespread membership, and a general competence over almost all conceivable technical issues. Moreover, the two organizations have decided to cooperate in the area of providing information on standards. Taking all the relevant factors into account, it would be hard to imagine that ISO standards would not be considered as ‘relevant international standards’ in the meaning of Article 2.4 of the TBT. Thus, codification of the water footprint by the ISO could provide a strong basis for government policies.
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5.4 Water footprint as a private standard

Despite the incentives of governments, monitoring the use of water over supply chains has been only a self-imposed commitment on the part of the food industry. For example, SABMiller has published studies on its beer water footprint,\(^{147}\) Coca-Cola on sodas and juices,\(^ {148}\) Nestlé on shredded wheat,\(^ {149}\) Marks and Spencer on clothes ranges and the top five key crops,\(^ {150}\) and Mars on candies and pasta sauce.\(^ {151}\) Raisio, a Finnish company, has launched the first ever water footprint ecolabel – the H\(_2\)O label on Elovena oat flakes. It indicates the total water consumption of the product from cultivation through manufacturing to packaging materials. It includes the amount of water that the plant uses for growth and that used in production, as well as the resulting wastewater. Calculations for primary production are based on evaporation data from the Finnish Meteorological Institute’s weather observation stations, the amount of water consumed in oat cultivation and the three-year averages for oat crops supplied by Raisio’s contract farmers.\(^ {152}\)

Private enterprises are free when it comes to choosing commercial partners and entering into contracts according to their business policies, which may but not necessarily have to embrace non-economic values. Nevertheless, private standards may also lead to restrictive trade effects. For example, buyers or final retailers that choose to conform to a voluntary standard may insist that certain environmental conditions must be met along the production chain, and a producer or exporter has little choice but to meet them.\(^ {153}\) In the case of the MSC ecolabel for responsible fishery practices created by Unilever and the World Wildlife Fund,
small-scale fishermen – who are particularly numerous in developing countries – experienced difficulties in qualifying for the label. A similar effect occurred in Colombia, when the introduction of pure private standards on cut flowers resulted in a significant decrease in the country’s export sector, especially to Germany. While NGO standards are often perceived as consumer-driven initiatives unsupported by any government-conferring advantage, developing countries’ manufacturers are apprehensive of their potential for misuse. This apprehension stems from the possibility that some NGO standards may be misused by domestic industry groups and governments motivated by protectionism in order to discriminate against products from other countries and to impose ‘disguised’ restrictions on their imports. This may result in a situation where an industry in one state refuses to import products without specific water footprint ecolabels from another state. The crisis of the Doha Round shows that developed and developing states often have conflicting interests in the agricultural sector; therefore, the use of different methods for market protection is a realistic scenario.

The second sentence of Article 4.1 of the TBT provides that:

[Members] shall take such reasonable measures as may be available to them to ensure that […] non-governmental standardizing bodies within their territories […] accept and comply with […] the Code of Good Practice for the Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards.

The substantive provisions of the Code of Good Practice, contained in Annex 3 to the TBT, largely resemble similar provisions of the Agreement. For example, the national treatment obligation and a Most Favoured Nation (MFN) obligation stemming from paragraph D of the Code are reflected in Article 2.1 of the TBT, while the prohibition of unnecessary obstacles to trade resembles Article 2.2. Where available, WTO members shall use international standards; however, the Code does not provide that standards based on internationally defined criteria enjoy a presumption of compliance with WTO law, as is the case with technical regulations.

The Code of Good Practice in Annex 3 to the TBT ‘is open to acceptance to any standardizing body’, therefore the term ‘non-governmental standardizing
body’ should be interpreted broadly. However, it is doubtful whether the private initiatives of industries, such as the Finnish Raisio label, would fall within the scope of Article 4 of the TBT. The definition of ‘standardizing body’ appeared in the first drafts of the TBT. However, due to parallel negotiations taking place in the frameworks of the ISO/ECE, the final version of Annex 1 of the TBT refers to the ISO/IEC Guide. The Guide defines the ‘standardizing body’ as a ‘body that has recognized activities in standardization’. According to paragraph 2 of Annex 1, a ‘standard’ is a ‘document approved by a recognized body that provides for a common and repeated use, rules guidelines or characteristics for products or related processes and production methods with which compliance is not mandatory’. The ISO/IEC Guide defines a ‘body’ as a ‘(responsible for standards and regulations) legal or administrative entity that has specific tasks and composition’.

From this definition, it seems that a company such as Raisio is a ‘body’. However, it should be ‘responsible for standards and regulations’. Moreover, a ‘standard’ should be approved by a ‘recognized’ body. It seems that not all norms regulating production would become standards. Some of them are only for internal use within companies. A ‘standard’ would be for ‘common’ use, i.e., joint or collective use ‘shared by two or more’ entities. It follows that the application of Raisio’s H₂O ecolabel by other companies using the same methodology would make the ecolabel ‘common’ and would render the TBT applicable. Such a ‘common’ use of a water footprint would be especially relevant in production chains, when a situation of industry collusion may occur. According to the GATT Panel report in *Tuna-Dolphin I*, ecolabels would constitute a breach of trade law if they restricted the sale of products or access to a government-conferred advantage. Potential violations of MFN treatment would require associating the advantage conferred with an act of the government.

The obligation of states under Article 4.1, second sentence, is one of best effort and not the result: ‘[Members] shall take such reasonable measures as may be available to them’. In contrast to paragraph 12 of Article XXIV of the GATT, the best effort obligation also encompasses responsibility for non-governmental organizations. Article 4.1, second sentence, does not provide a method of
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attribution of the actions of private actors to WTO members;\textsuperscript{171} rather it constructs a separate state’s obligation of ‘taking reasonable measures’, so that ‘the non-governmental standardizing bodies [. . . ] accept and comply with [. . . the] Code of Good Practice’.\textsuperscript{172} A limit of ‘reasonableness’ suggests that the obligation is less stringent than a requirement that ‘all necessary measures’ be taken. However, as some commentators suggest, the actual difference between the obligations of states to ensure that ‘central government standardizing bodies accept and comply with the Code’ and to take ‘reasonable measures as may be available to [. . . ] accept and comply with the Code’ in the case of non-governmental bodies may be narrower than one may expect.\textsuperscript{173} Thus, if a non-governmental standardizing body establishes a water footprint standard, a WTO member could be held liable if a breach of the duty to employ all reasonable and available instruments to achieve compliance with the Code occurred. However, the obligation of WTO members subsists irrespective of whether a standardizing body has accepted the Code of Good Practice. Accordingly, it is the member’s duty to assure that the standardizing bodies follow the Code’s guidelines.\textsuperscript{174}

It is also possible that a water footprint standard could be compiled and applied by multinational bodies. In such a case the question of attribution of responsibility to a plurality of states arises. If the Code of Good Practice is not followed, Article 47 of the International Law Commission Draft Articles on State Responsibility\textsuperscript{175} provides an indication. This responsibility is not diminished by the fact that one or more other states are also responsible for the same act.\textsuperscript{176} Joint responsibility may especially be invoked as Article 4.1 of the TBT provides that states are responsible for the acts of a non-governmental standardizing body ‘acting within their territories’.\textsuperscript{177} Thus, Article 4.1 suggests a criterion of real activity of a standardizing body, and not necessarily one of registration, as a standard for attribution of state responsibility. Nevertheless, in the case where the acts of an NGO within a state cannot be interpreted as constituting ‘reasonable measures’ towards such a standardizing body, the criterion of registration would thus come into play as a means of attributing state responsibility.
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6 CONCLUSION

The water footprint is an emerging standard which, due to growing water scarcity, may play a growing role in environmental protection. Its final content is still under debate. However, due to intensifying transnational and international cooperation, its significance may increase within international trade law.

The current debate about carbon footprint ecolabeling schemes may also provide guidance on potential difficulties and solutions in relation to the water footprint standard. The goals of the two footprints are concurrent – to measure and effectively limit the use of water and the emissions of greenhouse gases. A session held in 2010 at the WTO headquarters noted the main difficulties related to carbon footprint schemes; these included a low quality of documentation, a lack of a clear or general methodology and compliance assessment for most schemes, and uncertainties about how to treat the loss of soil carbon in agricultural practices. The two footprints thus face many parallel problems. Preparations for an ISO 14067 standard on the carbon footprint started in late 2008 and were intended to be finalized in November 2011. Due to the complexity of the issues involved and stakeholders’ interests, preparations are still ongoing and a new publication target date of mid 2014 was announced.

A water footprint standard will depend strongly on governmental involvement, which should be based on relevant international standards. Its possible introduction as a private instrument is more probable, as the requirements of an international trade legal regime for non-public instruments are less demanding. Even if it were only a private standard, a water footprint ecolabel could become an important informational tool to promote awareness on the need for water savings by both consumers and producers. Nevertheless, the finalization of an ISO water footprint standard would open the door for states to regulate water use in their production processes. These public standards would be presumed to be in accordance with the law of the WTO. The growing number of standardization initiatives outside the ISO are also within the ambit of the TBT. Ecolabel schemes may be required to be registered with the WTO so that
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transparency is guaranteed. However, it seems probable that, given the growing need for water-saving, private regulations will turn public in the future. Public carbon footprint initiatives, like the EU Ecolabel, the Carbon Footprint Measurement Toolkit, or the California Carbon Labelling Act, indicate the likelihood of water footprint standards following a similar path. In the case of binding commitments, the questions of who would calculate, and how they would calculate, gas emissions or water use would become pivotal.

Water-saving procedures may interfere with the regulations of international economic law. It seems that the legal problems of the water footprint may serve as a ‘litmus test’ of how the international community will act in order to harmonize water-related economic and environmental goals. Depending on further developments, the water footprint may serve as a preparatory tool for the legitimization of water-saving policies at the international level. However, such policies will not be effective without respecting the necessary pluralism between different actors of the international community. The problem of ‘water tradability’ already shows that there is a lack of consensus between states on how water should be treated under the law of the WTO. It seems that at present, as water deficits are predominantly regional, there is no pressing need for a uniform global water-saving policy. If this situation changes, the water footprint could serve as a starting reference point for legal instruments within the international community.
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